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Challenges in Conversational Phonetic Adaptation 
1. Our experimental design is unscripted, while ensuring repeated 

utterances of target words for acoustic analysis 
2. Since the entire conversation is recorded, we are able to 

observe the dynamicity of speech adjustments over time  
3. The current task is designed for studying phonetic adaptations 

for intelligibility benefit 
4. We conducted experiments in Human-Human and Human-AI 

interactions. See our other posters (Studies 1-3) for more detail 

Future Directions 
1. Evaluate the current design not only through acoustic analysis 

but also through intelligibility testing 
2. Create adaptive AI-powered vocal interface that can make 

adjustments when human speakers misunderstand 
3. Extend the current analysis which focuses on phoneme-

specific adaptations to broader-domain conversational analysis 
(e.g., the role of global prosodic and durational features in 
adaptations for intelligibility gain). 

The current design that elicits natural conversations enables 
analysis of language-specific and language-universal phonetic 
adaptations across human and AI interlocutors.

3. Studies

4. Recording Setup

1. Background and Design

2. Task Description

Challenges 
• Phonetic Adaptation Experiments with Natural Conversations 

• Designing an engaging task to elicit natural/spontaneous 
conversations1  

• Ensuring repetition of target words (sounds) without resorting to 
scripting5 

• Synchronising audio-video recording to capture both interlocutors 
• Human-Computer Interactions 

• Generating unscripted yet controlled computer responses3 
• Recognising human speech and generating synthesised speech6 

Our Design 
• Employs a collaborative video game task to elicit natural 

conversations, where misproduction or misperception of target words 
may cause confusions, motivating adaptations 

• Generates unscripted real-time audio computer responses for human-
computer interactions during the game played online 

• Enables studying intelligibility-oriented phonetic adaptations across 
speech contrasts and interlocutor backgrounds

Task Creation in Escape Simulator

Escape Room game (3D) 
• Two players must collaboratively solve puzzles in order to escape a 

"room" in which they are trapped. They 
• play in separate rooms in a video game; 
• hear each other and communicate verbally; 
• discuss placement of pictures (containing target words) on the wall; 
• may have to make adjustments in cases of misunderstanding.

Example  
• Conversation between a vowel “merger” (Dawn=Don /ɑ/)  
      and a “non-merger” (Dawn /ɔ/ vs. Don /ɑ/)

•  We have 3 ongoing studies using this experimental design

Conversation dyad Confusing target contrast

Study 1 
(Wang et al., 5aSC) Human vs Computer Flap-stop 

(e.g., writer vs rider)
Study 2 
(Zhang et al., 2pSCb) Native (English) vs Nonnative (Mandarin) English tense-lax vowels  

(e.g., sheep vs ship)
Study 3 
(Fong et al., 4pSC) Cantonese tone merger vs Non-merger Cantonese Tone 3 & Tone 6 

(e.g. dai3 “emperor” vs dai6 “brother”)

Human-Human Conversation 
• Two speakers of different backgrounds 

playing Escape room game (e.g., vowel 
merger vs non-merger) 

• Speakers face one another, each in front of 
a microphone and keyboard, with monitor 
and camera mounted behind them 

• Both speakers are audio-video recorded

Human-Computer Conversation 
• Wizard-of-Oz paradigm  

• Participant: human speaker playing Escape room game on Zoom with AI 
• Confederate: 

• "AI" controlled by human confederate who types responses behind-the-
scene (programmed to autocomplete sentences to speed up input) 

• Speech synthesiser4 converts text to speech, providing real-time 
computer responses (programmed to simulate a desired accent)

shipsheep

writer rider

Tone 3

Tone 6


